
 Why I love earth day 
 Do you love the earth? Every year we celebrate Earth day. It's just one of the many special days 
 each year. To me earth day means being kind to the earth and taking care of it. It also reminds 
 me that we need to love the earth and be kind to it. But most importantly it reminds me of what I 
 like to do on the earth. 

 For instance, I love to bike,fish, sing, dance ,swim, enjoy my time with my family,hike, play 
 games, ECT. These are just some of the stuff our wonderful\ world has to offer. 

 One thing I really enjoy doing is swimming. I love swimming I’ve always done swimming at my 
 grandparents lake house. Also at my grandparents we also have a lily pad that you can jump 
 into the water on. Last year I was on the swim team and it was so much fun. Lots of people 
 signed up. Swimming is just one of the things I love todo on this earth. 

 Another thing I love to do on this earth is to hike with my family and camp all the time. Once I 
 went on a hike with my friends and it was fun. We went on a sterling pond hike. I hope to hike a 
 lot more soon. But again that is just one of the things I love todo 

 The last thing I love to do is help the earth because we might only get one chance on the earth 
 and why not spend some of our time helping it. I have started a club or hope someday I have an 
 environmental club. So you should help the earth to and remember to enjoy all the things you 
 do. 

 So that is why I love the earth and that is why I love all things on it. Like I said before, I like to 
 swim, hike, sing, dance, fish, enjoy time with my family, play games, and oh another thing I do is 
 hang out with my bestie and other friends. That again is why I love the earth. 
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